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The demand for wearable sensors is growing in many emerging fields, such as health monitoring, human-machine interfaces, robotics and personalized medicine. Here, we report the integration of skin-mountable, flexible, stretchable, dual-functional sensors and switches together with silicon-based electronics to create a novel healthcare system. We employ a facile approach to design highly stretchable graphene foam (GF)/PDMS composite films with tunable sensitivities and switching capabilities by simply controlling the thickness of GF. The GF/PDMS composite films deliver a high gauge factor of 24 at a 10% strain, tunable stretchability up to 70% and an excellent on/off switching ratio on the order of 1000. The highly reversible switching capability of the composite films is realized by identifying abnormal resistance changes at strains beyond a threshold value. To bridge the gap between signal transmission, wireless communication and post-processing in wearable devices, the sensors are combined with electronics, allowing data transmission to a smartphone using a custom-developed application consisting of a user-friendly interface. The novel approaches reported here offer a wide range of practical applications, including medical diagnosis, health monitoring and patient healthcare.

Introduction

Wearable electronics have received much attention due to their broad potential applications in human motion detection,1,2 human-machine interfaces,3 personalized health monitoring,4 electronic skins,5–9 and soft robotics.10 As an important component of wearable electronics, wearable strain sensors/switches should be mechanically flexible to allow conformal attachment to a curved surface and highly sensitive to reflect the level of deformation.11 Piezoresistive sensors and switches which transform mechanical strains to electrical signals12 have been widely used benefiting from their simple read-out mechanism, superior sensitivity, simplicity in device design and cost-effective fabrication.13–15 Although traditional piezoresistive strain sensors based on semiconductors and metal foils can be cost-effective, the majority of them could not serve as wearable strain sensors due to their low sensitivities or narrow sensing ranges below 5%.16 To develop stretchable and sensitive strain sensors, various nanoscale materials, including metal nanowires17,18 nanoparticles19 silicon nanoribbons,20 carbon black,21 carbon nanotubes (CNTs)1,22–24 and graphene25–31 have been explored as alternative materials coupled with elastomeric polymers as a supporting substrate. Among them, graphene is considered an ideal material for developing strain sensors due to its excellent electrical conductivity, unique optical properties and high flexibility.11,14,32

The sensitivity of a strain sensor is evaluated using the gauge factor (G-F), which is defined as \((\Delta R/R_0)\varepsilon\), where \(\Delta R/R_0\) is the relative resistance change and \(\varepsilon\) is the applied strain.33

Conceptual insights

A simple approach is developed for innovative design and assembly of new wearable electronics. Dual-functional wearable strain sensors and switches with tunable sensitivities and switching capabilities are prepared by simply tailoring the thickness of graphene foam. The sensors and switches are integrated with a smartphone using a custom-developed app consisting of a user-friendly interface. The integrated system is capable of monitoring, processing, transmitting and recognizing human physiological signals. The unique combination of highly stretchable and ultrasensitive strain sensors and switches based on sliced graphene foam–elastomer composites and information technology is a reliable, accurate and convenient approach to realize wearable wireless sensing systems for real-time health monitoring. The technology developed here has potential for application in emerging biomedical fields, such as home-care and telemedicine.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c7nh00147a
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The hexagonal atomic structure of graphene would be partially destroyed under an applied tensile strain, altering its electronic band structure and the electrical resistance. However, the sensitivity and stretchability of pristine graphene are relatively low because the sensing mechanism relies mainly on the opening of bandgaps. For example, sensors made from graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) had G-Fs less than 14 at a maximum strain of ~7%. The interconnected network of graphene has been altered using several different synthesis methods, including nanographene, graphene woven fabrics, graphene/polymer composites, and graphene foam, to achieve enhanced sensitivities and stretchability. In light of the finding that small size graphene can offer more tunneling pathways, nanographene strain sensors presented G-Fs exceeding 500. However, these sensors had a very limited applicable strain range of 0–2%, greatly restricting their practical application. Graphene woven fabrics assembled by interweaving graphene ribbons showed a high sensitivity with a G-F of ~35 at a 0.2% strain. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) embedded in a polymer has also been explored in search of highly stretchable strain sensors. A rGO/nanocellulose composite exhibited a G-F of 7.1 at 100% strain. rGO with natural rubber has shown an ability to work at strains exceeding 800% with G-Fs up to 35. It should be noted that the aforementioned graphene structures are hard to be integrated with electronics using standard manufacturing processes. Three-dimensional (3D) graphene foam (GF) with unique interconnected networks has attracted great interest due to its excellent electrical and mechanical properties. However, the composites made from 3D GFs are unsuitable for strain sensors because of their stable electrical properties under various loading conditions with poor sensitivities. For example, GF/polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composites exhibited a resistance increase of 30% under 50% stretching, giving rise to a G-F of less than 1. In order to improve the sensitivity of GF-based composite strain sensors, a thin layer of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) was introduced as a substrate. Although the change in electrical resistance increased by six times, the PET layer greatly limited the stretchability of the sensors. The PDMS composite strain sensors assembled from fragmented GFs (FGFs) of 200–300 μm in size improved the G-F to 15–29 due to the increased contact area. It should be noted that the difficulties of controlling the size of FGFs hinder the accurate control of G-Fs of the sensors. Thus, it is necessary to find facile approaches to fabricate GF-based composites for highly sensitive and stretchable dual-functional strain sensors and switches.

The next generation of wearable devices is expected to be multifunctional, faster and compact without interrupting the users’ motions. For example, uninterrupted streaming of information is one of the most attractive features because it will allow continuous interaction with a nearby electronic device, such as most widely used smartphones. The electronic devices can automatically classify certain events, such as important medical events or an emergency situation, and provide timely intervention by alerting the users or inform the remote caregivers. In some cases, real-time intervention is not required, but the data need to be logged locally or uploaded to a server. As an example, the long-term monitoring of biomedical signals can enable early-stage diagnosis of health issues. Thus, one of the key functional requirements of wearable devices is wireless communication for fast and steady interactions and monitoring so as to make timely warning and/or recording. However, integrating the wearable sensors with wireless communication devices is a challenging task.

In this study, we employed an effective and facile approach to prepare highly stretchable, sliced GF/PDMS composites with tunable sensitivity and switching capabilities by simply controlling the thickness of GF. The composite thin films present unprecedented features, including high sensitivities, excellent stretchabilities and outstanding on/off switching ratios. Being able to detect both tiny and large deformations, various wearable devices, including acoustic sensors, pulse sensors, finger motion sensors, respiration monitor belts, neck posture correctors, pedometers and fall detectors, were demonstrated by integrating wearable sensors, a battery-powered measurement system and wireless communication with an internet-enabled smartphone. The integrated system can not only measure, display and analyze the collected signals, but also upload the collected data to the cloud to share information on health conditions, facilitating remote access to the results. These unique functional features and advantages have rarely been reported previously, thus this work offers a practical approach to greatly broaden and advance the applications of wearable electronics.

Results and discussion
Preparation and characterization
Fig. 1 presents the fabrication process of the proposed GF/PDMS composite thin films. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 2a and b) show that the 3D GF possessed well-defined interconnected graphene networks with a pore size of 100–300 μm. The rGO/3D graphene composite strain sensors assembled from fragmented GFs (FGFs) of 200–300 μm in size improved the G-F to 15–29 due to the increased contact area. It should be noted that the difficulties of controlling the size of FGFs hinder the accurate control of G-Fs of the sensors. Thus, it is necessary to find facile approaches to fabricate GF-based composites for highly sensitive and stretchable dual-functional strain sensors and switches.

The next generation of wearable devices is expected to be multifunctional, faster and compact without interrupting the users' motions. For example, uninterrupted streaming of information is one of the most attractive features because it will allow continuous interaction with a nearby electronic device, such as most widely used smartphones. The electronic devices can automatically classify certain events, such as important medical events or an emergency situation, and provide timely intervention by alerting the users or inform the remote caregivers. In some cases, real-time intervention is not required, but the data need to be logged locally or uploaded to a server. As an example, the long-term monitoring of biomedical signals can enable early-stage diagnosis of health issues. Thus, one of the key functional requirements of wearable devices is wireless communication for fast and steady interactions and monitoring so as to make timely warning and/or recording. However, integrating the wearable sensors with wireless communication devices is a challenging task.

In this study, we employed an effective and facile approach to prepare highly stretchable, sliced GF/PDMS composites with tunable sensitivity and switching capabilities by simply controlling the thickness of GF. The composite thin films present unprecedented features, including high sensitivities, excellent stretchabilities and outstanding on/off switching ratios. Being able to detect both tiny and large deformations, various wearable devices, including acoustic sensors, pulse sensors, finger motion sensors, respiration monitor belts, neck posture correctors, pedometers and fall detectors, were demonstrated by integrating wearable sensors, a battery-powered measurement system and wireless communication with an internet-enabled smartphone. The integrated system can not only measure, display and analyze the collected signals, but also upload the collected data to the cloud to share information on health conditions, facilitating remote access to the results. These unique functional features and advantages have rarely been reported previously, thus this work offers a practical approach to greatly broaden and advance the applications of wearable electronics.

Fig. 1 Flow chart for preparation of GF/PDMS composites.
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The very weak disordered D-band at ~1330 cm⁻¹ confirmed the high quality GFs with few defects synthesized in this study. The 2D band marginally upshifted from 2680 cm⁻¹ to 2685 cm⁻¹ after the infiltration of PDMS, caused probably by morphological changes of the graphene surface. The difference in PDMS distribution between the inner and outer graphene tubes generated local strains in the graphene lattice with increased interatomic spacing between the surrounding carbons.⁵²

GF/PDMS as strain sensors

We fabricated composite films having different thicknesses of ~200, 400, 800 and 1600 µm sliced from identical GFs. The PDMS residue was removed from the GF surface using a scalpel. The GF/PDMS composites with an initial thickness of 1600 µm were sliced into pieces with different thicknesses. By reducing the thickness of the composite films, the resistance changed by over two orders of magnitude, from 149 Ω to 19.3 kΩ. To compare the sensitivities of composite film strain sensors with different piezoresistivities, the change in resistance (ΔR) was normalized to the initial resistance (R). Fig. 3a–c show the relative resistance change and G-Fs as a function of applied strain. The thinner the composite film, the higher the resistance change, offering a facile and effective means to tune the sensitivity by simply controlling the composite film thickness. Traditional piezoresistive sensors made of homogeneous metallic materials usually possess constant G-Fs, which greatly limits their broad applications. The composite strain sensors demonstrated here have several unique advantages, such as ease of tuning the G-Fs and stretchability so as to meet different requirements for different applications.²⁶ As shown in Fig. 3d and e, the composite strain sensors can be used for both high-strain applications with low G-Fs and low-strain applications with high G-Fs. In other words, the thin composite sensors with a...
high initial resistance are particularly suited for applications requiring high G-Fs at low-strain service environments, whereas the thick composite sensors with a low initial resistance are appropriate for applications requiring moderate G-Fs at very high-strain service conditions. For example, we can fabricate strain sensors with a G-F of ~5 and stretchability of 70%, or alternatively sensors with a G-F of ~20 and stretchability of 25%. In comparison with conventional metal-based strain sensors (having G-Fs of 1–5 with a stretchability of 5%), Ag NW/polymer composites (having a G-F of ~5 with a stretchability of 5%), ZnO NW/polymer composites (having a G-F of ~116 with a stretchability of 50%), CNT/polymer composites (having a G-F of ~0.82 with a stretchability of 40%), graphene (having G-Fs of 300–600 with a stretchability of 1.6%), graphene woven fabrics (having a G-F of ~500 with a stretchability of 8%), and graphene/polymer composites (having G-Fs of 1.6–7.1 with a stretchability of 100%), the current GF/PDMS strain sensors simultaneously deliver an excellent linearity, sensitivity and stretchability. In addition, the response of the GF/PDMS composite under repeated stretch-release cycles from 0% to 10% strain is recorded (Fig. S3, ESI†). It is seen that the peaks and valleys of resistance change remained almost identical even after 1000 cycles, indicating superior repeatability and durability.

GF/PDMS as electromechanical switches

It is worth noting that the ultrathin composite films can serve not only as strain sensors, but also as electromechanical switches. The switching capability was realized by identifying unusual resistance changes vs. applied strain. Fig. 4a shows the piezoresistive response of the composite films with a thickness of 400 μm in tension. The resistance change initially increased almost linearly at strains up to 36%, followed by a sudden surge in resistance change by almost three orders of magnitude as the strain increased beyond the switching strain (eₘ) of 36%. Once the strain was released, the resistance was fully recovered to the initial value. These unique piezoresistive characteristics can make the composite films ideal electromechanical switches. For example, when the composite film is used as a power switch, the switch circuit is closed at a low strain level due to its conductive characteristic and the switch shows the “on” state. As shown in Fig. S3, the switch circuit is open due to the microcracks formed on the graphene tubes during cycles. Fig. 5a–d indicate that both intergranular and transgranular cracks initiated and propagated, especially at high strains. Upon loading, the microcracks gradually opened up and eventually destroyed the conducting pathways, leading to an “off” state. As observed in Fig. 5e and f, the cracks were opened up under load, they are closed upon release of the load because of the surrounding highly flexible PDMS matrix which holds the whole GF structure, allowing repeatable opening and closing of microcracks. With the microcracks being gradually closed upon unloading, the separated graphene tubes were reinstated, presenting the “on” state. The opening and closure of microcracks were highly repeatable, making the switch capable of numerous connections/disconnections without damage. As Table 1 may suggest, the main objective of this work is to construct graphene structures with a wide range of stretchabilities with low resistivities, easily tunable sensitivities and new switching behaviours, rather than achieving extremely high sensitivities with high gauge factors.

The cross-section SEM images and the schematics of the corresponding sliced GFs with different thicknesses of 200 μm (a), 400 μm (b), 800 μm (c), and 1600 μm (d) are shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†). To help understand the difference in the conductive network, they are shown and drawn at different magnifications. It is seen that the thicker GFs possessed more extensive percolating networks because the relative size of the graphene tubes which provide conductive pathways became smaller with increasing sample thickness. Upon external loading, cracks are inevitably generated and gradually propagate on the strained graphene tubes, giving rise to increase in resistance. It is expected that the thicker GFs would have a higher chance of maintaining a larger number of conductive networks even after
extensive damage to the graphene tubes. In particular, there was a large difference in graphene tube density between the films of 400 and 800 μm thickness (Fig. S1, ESI†). This may explain the significant difference in change of resistance between these two films.

Sensing and switching mechanisms

The electrical resistance of the composite films was analyzed in reference to the schematics in Fig. 5g and h. The initial resistance, $R_i$, consists of two major components, namely,$^{37}$

$$R = R_i + R_T$$

where $R_i$ is the inherent resistance of graphene tubes and $R_T$ is the electron tunneling resistance due to the cracked graphene. The change in $R_i$ caused by tension is relatively small compared to the dominant tunneling resistance, thus the resistance change under strain can be approximated:

$$\Delta R = \Delta R_i + \Delta R_T \approx \Delta R_T$$

(2)

According to the Simmons function,$^{29,58}$ the rate of resistance change caused by tunneling can be described as:

$$\ln \frac{R_T'}{R_T} = \ln(1 + \varepsilon) + Xd_0\varepsilon$$

(3)

where $R_T'$ is the tunneling resistance under strain, $\varepsilon$, $X$ describes the tunneling barrier's height dependence and $d_0$ is the original tunneling distance. It follows then that G-F is given by:

$$\text{Gauge factor} = \frac{R - R_0}{R_0} = \frac{R_T' - 1}{\varepsilon} = \frac{(1 + \varepsilon)e^{Xd_0\varepsilon} - 1}{\varepsilon}$$

(4)

It is seen that G-F is affected by the original tunneling gap, $d_0$, and a high G-F can be achieved by reducing the thickness of the sensors to increase $d_0$. This explains the observed phenomenon that the thinner composite films possessed higher sensitivities. However, if the tunneling gap becomes too large by complete cracking with a fully disconnected network (see final stage of Fig. 5h), it is difficult for the electron charges to transport from one side of the cracked graphene tube to another, leading to a surge in electrical resistance.

Demonstration of GF/PDMS composite films as wearable sensors

Integration of the wearable monitoring device and android.

For ultimate user convenience and widespread acceptance by the general public, the next-generation wearable devices should be able to communicate with personal electronic devices, especially commercially available smartphones. By seamlessly interconnecting the composite sensors, a Bluetooth module and an external device like a smartphone, we developed a fully integrated wearable human motion monitoring system. Fig. 6 presents a schematic diagram of the wearable system composed of the composite sensors, a signal analyzer, a Bluetooth transmitter and a smartphone. The on-body measurements were facilitated by signal transduction, conditioning, processing and wireless transmission. Bluno Beetle with computational and serial communication capabilities was used to analyze the resistance change of the sensors. The piezoresistive signals generated from Bluno Beetle were transmitted over the wireless Bluetooth communication link, which has been extensively used to connect with external devices. As shown in ESI,† Movie 1, the smartphone displayed in real time the signals acquired from the measured resistance changes. The custom-built Android application containing a user-friendly interface with a minimal complex design saved the collected results in a text file, which could be shared, via short message service (SMS) or email, or uploaded to cloud servers. This feature is particularly useful for people who monitor...
their health conditions at home and have to share the information with their remote caregivers. The real-time display and uploading of the data using the wearable human motion monitoring system are shown in ESI,† Movie 2.

**Acoustic sensors.** Voice actions are an important part of wearable experiences, thus we first demonstrated the potential application of the composite film as a wearable acoustic sensor. When saying different words, the throat muscle has different degrees of stretching and shrinking in various directions. To capture physiological waves generated in the throat, the composite sensor was affixed onto the throat to collect the voice signals. The flexible composite sensor was stretched or compressed along with the throat skin and ESI,† Movie 3, Fig. S6 and S7 show examples of signal waveforms generated when English letters and phrases were voiced. It is shown that the amplitudes, durations and resistance changes for different words were highly discernable, while the characteristic peaks and valleys of the waves were similar for the identical words. It is envisaged that the novel acoustic sensor with excellent voice recognition should be able to handle more complex acoustic systems and can be used as a wearable voice controller if wireless transmission and/or artificial intelligence is incorporated into the system. It may also be possible to help patients who have voice troubles collect and reproduce their voice.15,60

**Pulse sensors.** Any changes to the mental or physical state of a person may cause a change in pulse because the heart rate or

### Table 1  Comparison of sensing/switching performance with other representative graphene-based structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphene structure</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Initial resistance</th>
<th>G-F</th>
<th>Stretchability (%)</th>
<th>Strain switch</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sliced GF</td>
<td>Sliced GF/PDMS composite</td>
<td>~0.15 kΩ</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3–24.1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene film</td>
<td>Graphene ripples on PDMS</td>
<td>3.6 kΩ</td>
<td></td>
<td>~2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patterned graphene on PDMS</td>
<td>~500 Ω s⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4–14</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene woven fabric</td>
<td>Graphene woven fabric/PDMS composite</td>
<td>~0.1–1 kΩ</td>
<td></td>
<td>223</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphene woven fabric on PDMS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene yarn</td>
<td>Graphene on stretchable yarn</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>~0.1–1.4</td>
<td>50–150</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphene on double-covered yarn</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7–10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF</td>
<td>GF/PDMS composite</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6–8.5</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GF/PDMS composite for detecting frequency signals</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GF/PDMS composite</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fragmented GF/PDMS composite</td>
<td>0.47–1.8 kΩ</td>
<td></td>
<td>15–29</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GF made from graphene oxide via chemical reduction</td>
<td>~3.5 kΩ</td>
<td></td>
<td>98.66</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene aerogel</td>
<td>Graphene aerogel made from graphene oxide via chemical reduction</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 61.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced graphene oxide aerogel/polyimide composite</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>~0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6  Custom-developed mobile application for data display and aggregation: photograph of wireless and real-time sensing using GF/PDMS sensors integrated with a Bluetooth system.
pulse alters according to the body’s need. Therefore, pulse is one of the most important signs to assess one’s health status. The radial pulse (measured at the wrist) and the brachial pulse (measured at the upper arm near the elbow) are the key indicators of heart rate, and can indicate health condition for non-invasive medical diagnosis. As shown in Fig. 7a and b, the flexibility of composite films was sufficient to make a conformal contact to detect minute strains from both the radial pulse and brachial pulse. The measured pulse rate was \( \sim 60 \) times per min, which is within the normal value of a healthy adult.

**Finger motion sensors.** It is demonstrated that the composite strain sensor was able to detect both weak physical stimuli in healthcare and large human motions. The sensor was attached on a gloved forefinger to monitor the finger motions with different bending states and speeds. Since GF would be compressed and stretched under bending, an approximately linear response was observed between the resistance change and the degree of bending (Fig. 7c). Upon returning to its original position, the resistance change was fully recovered, confirming the sensitivity and flexibility of the sensor. Fig. 7d shows the resistance variation corresponding to finger-bending motion under both slow and rapid bending speeds. The sensor was also able to distinguish the different bending speeds by showing increased frequencies for higher speed bending and vice versa. The capabilities of detecting both the bending degree and speed make the composite strain sensor an excellent candidate for human-machine interface applications.

**Respiration monitoring belts.** The respiratory rate, which gives meaningful information on respiratory system performance, is another important physiological parameter that needs to be monitored over extended periods of time to estimate the basic health-status of patients. The rate of respiration is commonly counted visually by observing the rising and falling of the chest in most clinical settings where the information regarding the depth of respiration is missing. Here, a respiration monitoring belt based on thoracic expansion measurement was fabricated by integrating the strain sensor into a conventional belt to measure human respiration rates. The composite strain sensor was repeatedly stretched and released due to the expansion of thoracic or abdominal part during inhalation and exhalation, causing resistance changes. ESI† Video 4 shows the results obtained from real-time respiration testing, confirming that the respiration monitoring belt was able to record breathing patterns for different situations, such as normal breathing and deep breathing.

**Neck posture correctors.** Excessive texting and overuse of portable electronic devices, such as smartphones, tablets and laptops, have created “text-neck” which has become a new medical term that impacts a vast majority of people. The repeated stress arising from bending the neck while looking down at the screens of mobile devices or long periods of texting is the main reason for “text-neck”. The strain switches with ultrahigh switching ratios are suitable for integration with working systems as a neck posture corrector. As shown in Fig. 7e and f, the neck posture corrector was attached to the back of the neck to measure the degree of bending, giving instantaneous warnings by sensing the neck bending. Once the sensor receives sensing signals, the signals will be wirelessly forwarded to the smartphone which responds with warning action, like phone vibration or voice reminder (see ESI† Video 5). Apart from protecting the neck, the neck posture corrector has a variety of potential applications, such as the prevention of drowsy driving. It is found that the percentage of correct prediction of drowsiness by the bending angle of the neck was 85%. Thus, the warning system can also be used to monitor drivers’ arousal level and warn drivers of a risk of falling asleep to ensure safe driving.

**Pedometers.** A pedometer was designed by mounting the strain sensor on the insole and embedding the signal collection and transmission module into the shoe. The pedometer mechanism of our sensor lies in bending and relaxation of the sensor on the insole, leading to a sharp increase and reduction of electrical resistance. As shown in SI Video 6, the pedometer can accurately record the number of steps during walking. Gait or walking pattern is another general indicator of an individual’s health condition. The gaits of persons with illnesses are quite different from those of healthy individuals, making it possible to give a preliminary diagnosis of various elderly diseases, such as the early onset of Alzheimer’s. Once the...
correlations between the gait signals and various diseases are identified, the developed pedometer may be able to quantify, classify and interpret the information.

**Fall detectors.** With sharp increases in the elderly population especially in developed countries, falls become critical events that need particular attention from the healthcare viewpoint. For example, two thirds of injury-related hospitalizations among elderly people are caused by falls.\(^{74}\) A fall event may not only lead to physical damage, like bone fractures and skin abrasions, but also influence the psychological health, which drastically reduces the self-confidence and independence.\(^{75}\) Although there are several approaches for detecting falls using accelerometers,\(^{76}\) they are either too complicated or uncomfortable to wear. We designed a smartphone-based fall detection system capable of recognizing a fall and informing the caregivers. As shown in Fig. S9 (ESI†), a pressure sensor was developed to distinguish between the falling and walking motions. The graphene foam sensor was suspended on cavities to enhance the sensitivity. Simple fall detection can be realized by observing the sudden resistance change of the pressure sensor resulting in impulsive signals above a predefined threshold. Once a fall is detected, the designed Android app will request immediate help via text message, voice calls, or transmitting an alert message to a central server for immediate assistance (see ESI,† transmitting an alert messages to a central server for immediate assistance).\(^{77}\) Thus, both of which are crucial to mobile health monitoring for the elderly. Our sensor and switch systems may expand their application to medical fields for wireless remote diagnosis and treatment of patients in the near future.

**Conclusions**

We have developed novel flexible and stretchable piezoresistive sensors and switches based on interconnected networks of graphene for a wide range of applications (see Table S1, ESI†). The dual-functional composite sensors and switches possessed excellent mechanical flexibility and durability. The cracking-induced resistance change enabled the GF/PDMS composites to serve as wearable strain sensors and switches with excellent sensitivities, stretchability and on/off switching capabilities. The skin-conforming flexible composite sensors were integrated with circuits to realize real-time monitoring, processing and wireless transmission of human physiological parameters, including acoustics, pulse, finger motion and respiration. The integrated monitoring system was capable of collecting and transmitting the sensed data to a smartphone through Bluetooth communication. The custom-built Android app was developed to share the data with caregivers by uploading the information to the cloud. A wireless neck posture corrector was developed to monitor the neck bending and give warnings through a voice function of smartphones, making it potentially suited for other applications, e.g. for prevention of drowsy driving. A fully embedded pedometer and a wearable fall detector were also designed and fabricated to monitor the walking patterns and possible falls, both of which are crucial to mobile health monitoring for the elderly. Our sensor and switch systems may expand their application to medical fields for wireless remote diagnosis and treatment of patients in the near future.

**Experimental**

**Fabrication of GFs**

GFs were synthesized by CVD using a horizontal tube furnace system (OTF-1200X-II-80-SL, Hefei Kejing Materials) following our previously reported procedure.\(^{77}\) Ni foams (Heze Tianyu Technology Development Co. with a density of 320 g m\(^{-2}\), 1.6 mm thick) were cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone followed by rinsing in deionized (DI) water. The Ni template with a rectangular shape (50 mm × 100 mm) was put into a quartz tube with an initial base pressure of 5 mTorr. The temperature was raised to 1000 °C with Ar (500 ml min\(^{-1}\)) and H\(_2\) (200 ml min\(^{-1}\)) flow following by annealing for 10 min. Methane (CH\(_4\)) precursor at a concentration of 2.8 vol% was introduced for 20 min followed by rapid cooling to grow graphene on the template surface. Freestanding GFs were obtained by immersing the graphene-Ni foam in a 0.5 M FeCl\(_3\)/1 M HCl mixture at 80 °C for 2 h to remove the Ni template. The residual chemicals within the GFs were removed by rinsing using hot DI water, followed by drying.

**Fabrication of GF/PDMS dual-functional strain sensors and switches**

PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) prepolymer was prepared by mixing base silicone gel and a curing agent at a 10:1 weight ratio, followed by degassing in a vacuum oven for 30 min. The as-prepared GF was completely immersed into the PDMS mixture, which was placed in a vacuum oven for 2 h at 80 °C to allow infiltration of PDMS into the GF and curing. After removing excessive PDMS adhered on the GF surface, the 3D GF/PDMS composite (1.6 mm) was cut into thin films with different thicknesses of 800, 400 and 200 μm using a scalpel. The thickness was precisely controlled by measuring the cutting position using a Vernier caliper. Finally, copper tapes were glued to the two ends of a composite film using silver conductive paste to form a strain sensor.

**Device integration**

The composite sensors were connected to a resistance analyzer (DFR0339-Bluno beetle and HC06-Bluetooth Module), which was wirelessly controlled using an Android application. The data measured by the wearable sensors were transmitted to an Android smartphone through Bluetooth communication. The Android app was designed and implemented in the MIT App Inventor development environment, which had three main functions. (i) The raw data received from the sensors were displayed and stored automatically. (ii) The app could upload the collected results to the cloud for caregiver’s access to data. (iii) The app was automatically directed to a warning action or an emergency call once abnormal conditions were detected.

**Characterization**

A scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6390F), transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL 2010) and optical microscope (Olympus BX51M) were used to characterize the microstructures and morphologies of the freestanding GFs and
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GF/PDMS composites. Raman spectra were obtained using a Micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw Micro-Raman /Photoluminescence System) with a He–Ne laser source at an excitation wavelength of 633 nm. The electromechanical characterization was performed by loading the strain sensors in tension on a universal testing machine (MTS Alliane RT-5) at a cross-head speed of 1 mm min\(^{-1}\). The electrical resistance was continuously monitored using a digital multimeter (34970A Data Acquisition/Data Logger Switch Unit, Agilent) while the sensors were under load.
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